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‘Jean Monnet Activities are designed to promote excellence in teaching and research in the field of European Union studies worldwide.’
The setting

Trust in European governance (TRUST)

Research:
- The EPP-group
- Trondheim Analytica
- EFTA-EU relations
- RECONNECT

International MA in European Studies

Teaching:
- Jean Monnet-module
- Exchange-agreements
- Internship-programme

International – Research intensive – Applied – Student Active Learning

Co-funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
The module

‘Differentiated integration – The Norwegian case in perspective’ (2018-21)

- 14 weeks – 14 topics
- Overview → Introduction to assignment → Completion

✓ Position papers
✓ Source analyses
✓ Research papers
✓ Short recorded films for the module’s YouTube-channel
✓ Oxford-style debates
✓ Skype-talks (With fellow students in Turkey, Ukraine, UK)
✓ Public debate meetings
✓ Guest talks

Anand Menon on Brexit, November 2018
The return

✓ It improves the quality of our work
✓ It offers a basis for long-term research
✓ It brings research from the journals to the society

✓ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hb_uvcCFFk